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Summary
• We previously reported symptoms of deceit at Eros. We will now illustrate what we
believe to be pervasive accounting deception related to the company's revenue
figures.
• Eros has overstated the number of movies it has distributed by 124% and 200%
during fiscal years 2014 and 2015, respectively. Our comprehensive list of movies is
provided below.
• We believe that Eros has overstated its theatrical revenue by 82% and 104% during
fiscal years 2014 and 2015, respectively.
• We challenge the company to provide a complete list of movies it has distributed
during fiscal years 2014 and 2015.
• We are short Eros with a target price of ZERO.
• Seeking Alpha PRO subscribers received early access to this article
Two weeks ago, we published a story on Eros International PLC (NYSE: EROS) ("Eros")
titled, Unlike the Name, Investors Should Not Love EROS. In our prior article, we raised a
number of troubling questions about the company's accounting, such as its growing
account receivable balances and its subsidiary's financials that made no sense. Now, we
will illustrate how we believe that there is pervasive deception at the company which starts
with the most basic of numbers: the film count and the revenues.
HOW MANY MOVIES? THE FIRST FAKE
Eros claims to have distributed 134 films in the last two fiscal years: 65 films in the fiscal
year 2015 and 69 in the fiscal year 2014. Through an extensive research process, we
have concluded that Eros actually distributed less than half the number of films as
compared to what it claims. Our best estimate is that Eros distributed 52 films during this
two-year period. Below is a chart of the company's reported film production numbers:
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Fiscal year ended March 31,
2014
2015
Global (India and International)
Hindi films
Regional films (excluding Tamil films)
Tamil films
lnternatlcmal Only
Hindi films
Regional films (excluding Tamil films)
Tamil films
Reported Total

(
23

30

3
8

6

14

15
1

21

13

69

65

Eros does not disclose the names of all of its films, which if our assertions are correct, is
obviously something it cannot do since it would not have produced the claimed number of
films. This made our research project of identifying the number of films distributed by Eros
more difficult. We broke our project into a few steps. First, we employed the service of a
consultant to compile a complete list of movies and the associated box office revenue. Our
consultant informed us that there are three companies (Scrabble Entertainment, UFO

c

Moviez India, and Qube Cinema Network/Real Image) that digitize and deliver 100% of
Indian movies to the cinemas. These three companies combined should have a complete
list of films released by Eros and all other major distributors/producers. By analyzing the
list of films released through the digitization services, our consultant compiled a list of 19
movies released by Eros in India during each of fiscal years 2015 and 2014. Investors can
replicate much of this work by searching through the publicly available library of films on
UFO Moviez (Source).
Second, we went through a laborious process to determine any remaining universe of
movies associated with Eros. We reviewed film lists from International Movie Database,
Box Office India, Box Office Mojo, and Movie Buff, which are the leading websites that
compile movie data (Sources here, here, here, and here). Through these sites, we
identified six and three additional movies distributed by Eros in fiscal years 2015 and
2014, respectively. Our understanding is that these movies might not be on the first list if
Eros was not involved at the outset. Instead, for these movies, Eros served primarily as a
financing or distributing partner for the producer, securing rights to the film only after it had
been produced and digitized and sent to the theaters for release.
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We then identified all154 movies on ErosNow that were released between 2013 and
2015. We reviewed movie posters for each of these movies looking for the Eros logo to
(

ietermine which were distributed by Eros. As can be seen in the picture below, when Eros
distributes a movie, it puts its logo on the poster:

It would make no sense for Eros to have the rights to films and not place the film on
ErosNow. In addition to the other 47 movies we previously identified, our review of the
posters of movies on ErosNow identifying Eros as the distributor revealed an additional
two and one movies during each of fiscal years 2015 and 2014, respectively. Lastly, we
reviewed the film slate on Eros International Media Limited•s Earning Releases. We found
two additional movies that were released during the fiscal year 2015. Some films, like
Gang Bang, were slated for production in Eros International Media Limited•s Earning

(

Releases. However, no mention of these films• ultimate release could be found. We have
excluded these films from our movie list.
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larnlnp Release-Qa a H1 FY2012

In other cases, Eros International Media Limited's film slate included unnamed films as
seen below. Perhaps Eros was distributing so few films that it felts the need to bolster its
slate, even though it claimed the list was not exhaustive (Source).

Tamil Untitled

Rajlnikanth ( K.V. Anand)

FY15

Aankheen 2

Abhishek Bachchan (Apoorva
Lakllia)

FY15

Illuminati Untitled

Saif Ali Khan (Sakel An)

FY15

3 films Endemollndia

Various

FY15

3 films Phantom films

Various

FY15

This list of films is for inustrative purposes only and tS not exhaustive. All information for the films that

have not yet been released is tentative and subject to change.
In summary, there were just 29 movies for the fiscal year 2015 and 23 movies for the fiscal
year 2014 that could be identified using our exhaustive process.
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Fiscal Year 2015

Title

C

Identification Source

Success Ratina Cll

Digitfution Firm
Digitization Firm
Digitlzation Firm
Digitization Firm
Digitiution Firm
EIML Presentation
Digitlzation Firm
Digitlzation Firm
BoxOffice.com
Digitization Firm
Movie Poster
Digitization Firm
Movie Buff
Movie Poster
Digitlzation Firm
Digitization Firm
Digitization Firm
Dlgitlzation Firm
Digitization Firm

Hit

Films with Worldwide Distribution Rights
NHlO
HeyBro

Badiapur
Shamitabh

Tevar
I.P.L
Ungaa
Action Jackson
Dr. cabbie
Happy Ending
Kaththi
Aapdu
Amaraa
Shaadi Vaadf
Lekar Hum Deewana Oil
Kochadaiiyaan I Vilcramasimha
Purani Jeans
Dekh Tamasha Dekh
Dishkiyaoon
Films with International Distribution Rights
Tamizhukku En Ondra1 A!huthavum
Yennai Arindhaal/lf You Know Me
SUperNani
Khota Siklca Jaat Ke Thaat
MaryKom

Singham Returns
HateStory2

EkVillain
Kuku Mathur Kl Jhand Ho Gayi
Main Tera Hero

Movie Poster, IMDb
Times of India
Digitization Firm
Official Website
Digftlzation Firm
Disitization Firm
IMDb
Digitization Firm
EIML Presentation
Digitization Firm

N/A
Hit
Flop
Losing

N/A
N/A
Flop

N/A
Flop

N/A
N/A
N/A
Average
Flop

N/A
Flop

N/A
Flop

N/A
N/A
Flop

N/A
Hit

Plus
Plus
SUper Hit

N/A
Plus

(1) SUccess Ratfnl per Komol
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Fiscal Year 2014
Title

lclentlflc:atfo Source

SUccess Rat1111 Clt

Films with Worlctwide Distribution Rights
Gang Of Ghosts
Jal Ho
1 - Nenoldcadine
R••• Rajkumar
Singh Saab the Great
Golfyon Ki Raasleela Ram-Leela
Nqam
Warning
Bajatey Raho
Ambikapathy I Raanjhanaa
Zindagi so-so
Rangeelay
Go Goa Gone

Box Office Mojo
Digitization Firm
Digitilatlon Firm
Digitizatlon Firm
Dlgitization Firm
Dlgitizatlon Firm
Movie Buff
Disffization firm
DIJitization Firm
Digitization Firm
Movie Poster
Digitization Ffrm

N/A

Films with International Distribution Ri&hts
Raglni MMS 2
Shaadi Ke Side Effects
Krrish 3
Phata Poster Nlkhla Hero
Grand Masti
Lootera
Fukrey
Yeh Jawaanl Hai Deewani

Shootout at Wadala
Ek Thl Oaayan

Plus

N/A
Plus
Average

N/A
N/A
Flop
Flop
Plus

N/A
N/A

DJsitization Firm

Plus

IMDb

Super Hit

Disitization Firm

N/A

Dlgltlzation Firm
Disitization Firm
Digltlzation Firm

Hit
Flop
Super Hit
Average
Super Hit
SUper Hit

Disftization Firm
Digitlzatlon Firm
Disftization Firm

Diaitizatlon Firm
Digitlzatlon Firm

0

Hit

Plus

(l) SUccess Ratq per IComol.

We challenge the company to identify the other 82 films it claims to have distributed during
fiscal years 2014 and 2015. Our exhaustive investigation leads us to believe that Eros
distributed less than half as many movies as it claims to have distributed.

FAKE MOVIES = FAKE REVENUES
Based on our research, Eros appears to have overstated its fiscal 2014 and fiscal 2015
theatrical revenues by at least 82% and 104%, respectively.
Eros claims that it generated $123 million of theatrical revenue during fiscal 2015, but our
research from publicly available sources reveals that actual theatrical revenue was only
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analysis, it is unlikely that any of the missed films would have been a material contributor
to revenue.

(
EROSTheatrial Rewnue

Boll Oftlce &lou

FJ!N wjtb Wqddwidc Distribution !VJtts

WOttdwidl
481.075,000
21,000.000

NH10
Htry8ro
s.dlapur

Shamitabh
TI!Yar

I.P.L.
UrcH
ActiOriJacltson
Dr.t'Dble
tiapp,o fndlnc
!Whthl
~aci.J

ArNtU
Sl'laad V»di
Let. Hum OllttwaM Dl

U7,90ol,175

Ben~ Office tn~
Box Office tncb

tsnmes

878,.717,SOO

Box Office tncb

121,4!W5,610
295,100,000

338.046.332.
47,.141.928
109,975,000

eo. Offt:e tn~

1,~000.000

485,172,243

Andhra 8ox Olfl~

142,5(1),000

132.937,19S
15,0€D,OOO
15,000,000
16,2m,793
681.686.«19

tBTirnes

Wlldped~

BoxOfflcuom

Estimate
Estimlte

Box Offt:elncb

RlmCirde
Box Offi:e lncla
Box Offi:e lncb

6.600.000
897.500
24.928,971

68.172,500

ln1ernatiDnal

Boll Offt:e lncla

International

s..cm.ooo

Tamizhukku E~tOndrai Azhuthlwm
Yemal Arlndhlal/lf You Know Me

SUperNinl

SincNm ftetiiN

Estimate

300,000,000
9,1(1),000

139,627,397
3,514,286

IS'nma
BoJC Office lncb

s,<m,ooo
124,717,500
250,197,500

50.440,210
101.778,926

BoiC Offce Inell
Bo• Off.ce Jncla

Khota 51kb Jaat l(e lhut
MaryKom

Boll Offt:e India
Boll Offt:e India

s,cm,ooo

Hate5tory2
EkWialn

219))00,000

84,293,M7

~322.500

S,aD,(DO
23,972,171

IWku ~ Kl Jhend Ho Gay!
~nT..-~Htrro

Box Offi::e ltldla
Box Offi::e lnda
Bolf Offite ltldla

~,lll:\.401

9,S31,n9,2JO
61.15
$1SS,919,11J

61.15

$iO,.m.19Z
IDtemational Distributor Shan was cakulatd usin1 the proportions of India Box Office Gross to
JutemationaJ Box Office Gros5. For the dlree filmi that were not notable enough to be tracked
indepmdendy and. there£en. the Distributor Share and Box Office Gross were not available, we assumed
ten million rupees for Jodi a Distributor Slw'c and five million rupees for Intcmaoonal Disaibutor Sbue,
Kho~ Sikka 1aat Ke Thaat, lUte Story 2, and Kuku Mathur Ki Jband Ho Gayi reported zero for
Inumational Box Office Gross. Five million rupees is therefore belicved to be conservative.

Toai(US£4

Nott:

Brn Offt:e tndi.J
Box Offir;e lncb

597,732,204

1600.000

flrn.s with tntmlltbn11 Ol5trlbutlon ltf;cs

Box Offitelncb

7,187,500
l77,56l,641

1.540,000.000

ur.&oo,ooo

PuraniJea111

163,.211,442

111.770,457
9,564,575

1,756,300,000

Oelch Tamasfu• Olkh
Oistllclyaoon

Wpdsfw;dc

713,320.000
371.275,000
566,125,000
25,.000.000

4S,3Sl,OOO

K~/VImmasi"nha

Revenue 5ouiU!

We believe our figures are generous. Five of the twenty-seven films listed above are Tamil
films. Revenue from Tamil films is not tracked independently and our research has
indicated that there is frequently revenue exaggeration for Tamil films (Source). We also
gave Eros full credit for Kochadaiiyaan. This movie was a Tamil blockbuster, but Eros only
participated in the less lucrative Hindi release . Our research has shown that the Hindi

(

version did very poorly and was a financial disaster, but we cannot find a source that
precisely divides the film's revenues between its Hindi and Tamil versions.
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For fiscal 2014, we calculated a revenue overstatement of 82%.
Filall y_. 2014
litJe

ER051heatdcal Rewnue

BaraOffb &UIS

f•IDI mlb Wgrtd~ 12!DI:IJII11an ~~

WOr1dw!d!

~OfGhosb

1 • NenoltQdrle

27,930,()00
1,162.120,000
SlS,OCX),000

"-·· R.ajkurnar
Sinch SHb the Great
Go!Jyon ICi RM51cela Ram-lnla

99s,71S,OOO
328,987,500
2,014,805,000

~ltio

Woddw*
U,504,149

1.sun.n9
219,719,340
J18,!0S,929

123,598,617
762.433,022
15,000,000

N...-m
M.$00,000
84,300,000
1,200))00,000

Wamll"8
Sai•tw Rlho
Amblbpathy 1 R.unjhlnaa

459,099,622

uoo.ooo

Zlnpei~SO

1.957,026

3, 000,000
3,322,021

384,250,000

13~149,279

Ran&eei&Y
GaGoiGone

film db lllii!:IZ!121lil Q!B!ibution Rii~J

hltlr!lltiCJnlf

Sh.Ndi l(e Side Efe<.ts
Kfrist13
PhD Poster NlldU Hero
Gfand Mastl
Lootera

Fulfty
YehJawaarj Hal ~ewanl

Shootout at w.dala
EkThf0Q¥M

Total

2,034,391

ll-\500,000
540,640,000
11CU!JO,OOO
67,110,000

66.853.312
221.255.770

17,915,000
23,S75,000
5811,730,000
87,342,500

31,826,209

40,411,142
25,824,462

1,m,151
224,261,,51.6

32.212.132

36..720,000

13,481.400

9.Z01.77Z,GZ6

S,SSS,499.104

&o.n

flsal Year 2014 fX Rate

Totai(U!!

G

Bole Ofrcelncb
Doll Office Inch
Indian Movie Stlts
Box Office India
Box Office lndil
be Offeelncb
Esti!Nb!
Sol! Clfflc;e lr~di•
Boll Offlr;e India

limes oflndt.
llolC Offi:e India
Box Office MojO
!lox Offic:e lncla

!ntlmati3nll

5.445,000

~niMMS2

Note:

1U75.000
29.085.213

Rn-Sourc:e

Soli Clfflc;elndiJ
bafke~

Bole Offi;e lndi1
Box Office lndil
Sox Office lnda
Doll Offlce India
Box Offlce India
11m: Offee India
Box Offl;elncJa
Doll ~t India

0

60.35

$1SZ,57z,!!9

$51,914,650

lntmlational Distributor Share \'\"&S alculated usins the proportions of India Box Office Gross to
IDtanalional Box Office Gross. For the film that was not nocable enough to bt tracked indepenclendy and,
therefore. the Distributor Share md Box Office Gross was not available, we assumed ten million rupees for
India Distributor Sbatt md five million rupees forlntmlational Distributor Share.

We challenge the company to publicly release the revenues it earned from its supposed
134 films released in the past two years.
FAKE REVENUE? HIDE IT OVERSEAS!
In trying to justify the high levels of overseas revenue it books, Eros claims that the
contribution from India is just 50-55% of its total revenues, regardless of in which
geography the revenue is booked. However, according to the 19 Eros films tracked on Box
Office India, 88% of the gross box office for these films was earned in India in the fiscal
year 2015, as can be seen in the following chart. This seems to significantly contradict the
company's claims regarding in which geography it earns its revenue.
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Fiscal Year 2015

Tltte

(

lntematlonal
Gross
69,375,000

India Gross

NH10
HeyBro
Badiapur
Shamitabh
Tevar
Action Jackson
Happy Ending
SuperNani
Khota Slkka Jaat Ke Thaat
MaryKom
Sinsham Returns
HateStory2
l.ekar Hum Deewana Oil

411,700,000
21,000,000
668,000,000
291.000,000
470,500,000
n9,300,ooo
295,800,000
34,300,000
600,000
737,200,000
1,904.8()0,000
310,700,000
40,600,000
1,312)100,000
19,400,000
18,600,000
2,600,000
718,200,000
62,300,000
8,099,400,000

EkVilfain
Kuku Mathur Ki Jhand Ho Gayi
Purani Jeans
Oekh Tamasha Dekh
Main Tera Hero
Dlshldyaoon

481,075,000
21,000,000
783,320,000
371,275,000
566,125,000

115,320,000
80,275,000
95,625,000
99,417,500

878,717~

295,800,000
44,100,000

9,800,000

~.000

124,717,500
250,897,500

861,917,500
2,155,697~

310,700,000
45,360,000
1,531,800,000
19,400,000
18,600,000
2,600,000

4,760,000
219,000,000

..

Total
"of Worldwide Gross

Worldwide Gross

784,52~

66,322,500
6,572.500
1,142,082,500

1S

68,872,500
9,241,482,500
10CM

Likewise, KPMG, in its "Indian Media and Entertainment Industry Report" suggests a
similar conclusion (Source). It breaks out the revenue sources of the Indian Film Industry
as follows:

Industry performance and projections
Film industry perform<'! nee

~ Tllee:rlCal
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If one were to absurdly assume that Home Video, Cable and Satellite Rights, and Ancillary
Revenue Streams all come from outside India, Indian revenue would still be 74% of the
total for the calendar year 2014. Looking just at the theatrical revenues for the Indian film
industry, KPMG estimates that 92% of the revenue comes from India. Thus, Eros' claim
that only 50-55% of its revenue is derived from India seems implausible given the market
in which it operates. We imagine that it is undoubtedly easier to book fake transactions in
tax-free jurisdictions like the UAE, BVI, and Mauritius with tiny auditors than it is to fool
Grant Thornton in India. In a similar situation, we would note that Globe Pic was just
caught deceiving Grant Thornton in a fraud (Source). Thus, the difference between
industry norm levels of overseas revenues and Eros' level of overseas revenue is most
likely due to invalid and forged transactions booked in exotic jurisdictions like the Isle of
Man and the United Arab Emirates.
When a company fakes its revenue, it needs to find a way to keep its financial statements
balanced. The easiest way to do this is to create fake accounts receivable, which is then
usually reflected in a rising Days Sales Outstanding ("DSO"). In Eros' case, its DSO has
increased steadily over each of the past five years, including the most recent quarter
(based off of LTM Revenue).
Fiscal year endi111 March 31;

(USO millions)

165

206

2013
215

58

79

l'X

139

20U

2011

Total Revenue
Trade and other receivabfe5

Days Sales Outstandirc

c;

l

2014

LTM

235

2015
284

Ol

1')4

215

158

192

&/'!0/2015
289

zn

c

222
7Jitl ::::.

I

To infinity and beyond!

I

EROS TELEVISION AND DIGITAL REVENUE? EVEN MORE FAKE
During fiscal years 2015 and 2014, Eros reported revenue from television syndication of
$101 million and $80 million, respectively. Eros also claims to have earned $60 million and
$48 million in digital and ancillary revenue in fiscal years 2015 and 2014, respectively. We
cross-referenced Eros' revenue derived from television and digital to KPMG's Report
(Source). Using the average foreign exchange rate, the entire Indian Film Industry earned
$241 million from Cable and Satellite Rights and $158 million from Digital and Ancillary in
2014, according to KPMG. Eros' reported revenue implies 42% and 38% market share of
the industry's total Cable and Satellite Rights and the industry's total Digital and Ancillary
revenue, respectively. These levels of penetration seem implausible based on the much
smaller proportion of gross box office receipts represented by Eros' reported theatrical
olio
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revenues (which we have shown appear to be inflated to start with). Indeed, Eros only
accounted for 15-19% of the industry's revenue from theatrical sources over the past four

(
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If one were to use our more reasonable theatrical revenue calculations, the box office of
films distributed by Eros would represent just 9% of the total market.

Revenues (USD millions)
KPMG Domestic Theatrical
KPMG OVerseas Theatrical
KPMG Total Theatrical (FYE 12/31)
Eros Theatrical (FYE 3/31)
Distributor Share as a " of Gross
Eros Implied Gross Box Office
Approximate Eros Share as a %Total

2.013
1,598
142
1,740
59
38.6%
153
8.8%

2.014
1,535
141
1,677
60
38.7%
156
9.396

Note: KPMG Report Is calendar year end. Eras financials are fiscal year end 3/31.

Furthermore, according to KPMG, industry revenue from Television Syndication rights

(

declined from 2013 to 2014. In contrast, Eros reported 26% growth in revenue from
felevision Syndication rights over a similar period. We find it implausible that Eros was
able to grow its market share of Television Syndication rights by 11% points between fiscal
https:ffseekingalpha.comtarticle/3671166-eros-return-short-seller-2015
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2014 and fiscal 2015 when its box office market share was up only 3% points (or up 0.5%
points based on our calculated results). When compared to our more reasonable
estimates of the company's actual revenues from theatrical distribution, its reported
Television Syndication rights revenues look even more exaggerated. The company gives
no justification for its abnormally high market share in Television Syndication rights and
Digital and Ancillary revenues. We believe the justification is simple: the shares of
Television Syndication rights and Digital and Ancillary revenues are fictional.
WHEN YOU ARE CAUGHT? DENY, DISTRACT, AND DISCREDIT
Eros' management was caught with its pants down last week. So to keep their gravy train
going, they employed time-honored tactics of denying their misdeeds, distracting investors
with irrelevant data, and trying to discredit the critic and its data. They also made some
bold promises, which appear unlikely to come true.
The company states that the receivable growth is a combination of $50 million from sales
growth and $31 .2 million from the extension of payment terms to customers. There is no
reason why 100% of Eros' reported revenue growth should occur without any increase in
cash collections. Furthermore, there is no explanation for why payment terms were
extended. The company states that its receivables will decrease to $150-160 million by
the end of the fiscal year 2016. We remain skeptical. Previous long investor Knight Assets

0

& Co. was "assured by management" that the company's receivables position would
decline. Knight Assets & Co. has since sold its long position in mid-October after
management's promises never came to fruition (Source).
The company also points to the age of the receivables and claims that only $6 million of
the receivables are over twelve months old. Receivable aging can be easily manipulated
through tactics such as renegotiating receivables or paying old receivables with new ones.
We believe that the cash (or lack thereof) tells the real story.
Management also tries to distract investors by pointing to the company's dominance in
markets such as Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, Russia, Africa, Poland and Indonesia. This
is simply a tactic to cloud the issues at hand by adding additional geographies for
investors to consider as potentially "big" markets for Eros to exploit. Furthermore, for
many of these markets, Eros uses a sub-distributor, meaning that the revenue Eros would
be due from these countries is probably immaterial. We believe that discussing these tiny
markets for Indian content is just a distraction from the real issue: Eros is possibly booking

0

fake revenue.
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Eros believes that its amortization policy is more conservative than its U.S. counterparts.
Eros says that its amortization period should be longer than its U.S. counterparts due to a

(

•onger revenue "tail" because the Indian media and entertainment sector is growing
rapidly. There are multiple problems with that argument. First, the company can believe
whatever it likes, but it doesn't change the fact that its amortization policy is significantly
longer than the amortization policies at Dreamworks (NASDAQ:DWA), MGM Studios, and
Twenty-First Century Fox (NASDAQ:FOX) (NASDAQ:FOXA) (Source). In addition, the
"tail," which is the value attributed to a film after it leaves the box office, comes from the
home entertainment and TV markets. Therefore, in order to properly match the recognition
of revenues and expenses, more mature markets such as the U.S. and Europe, with more
developed home entertainment supply chains and lower levels of piracy, should use
longer amortization periods than markets like India (Source). In contrast, companies in
markets that depend more on box office revenues, like India, need to use faster
amortization periods to properly match revenues and expenses.
Of note, there was a prior transaction in which a Hollywood studio acquired an Indian film
production company and determined that the fair value of the acquired company's "tail"
was much smaller than the value at which it was being carried by its prior Indian owner.
Disney (NYSE:DIS) acquired UTV, an Indian film production and distribution company, in

(

2012. Subsequent to that acquisition, Disney had to take significant balance sheet write
downs that resulted in earnings losses during 2012 and 2013 (Source).

MOVERS AND SHAKERS

The Disney Effect

IN THE PILACCOUNT

VITAL NUMBERS
flt ln!Ct

·923.33

Eros claims it has very little exposure to flops due to television pre-sales, a modest
budget, and lower advertising costs relative to Hollywood films. As seems to be the trend
(

Nith Eros, the truth is an entirely different matter. Based on data from Koimoi, only two of
Eros' 32 films with worldwide distribution rights released in fiscal years 2014 and 2015
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have been hits. In contrast to its assertions, Eros has distributed one losing film and eight
flops during the last two fiscal years (Source: 2015, 2014, and 2013). Koimoi defines a
flop as a film which loses 50% or more of the investment and a losing film as one that
does not recover the investment but loses Jess than 50% of it. We think it is implausible

c

that Eros is not recognizing impairments on its films with so many flops and losing films .
When addressing its international subsidiaries, Eros says that it consolidates its
subsidiaries and that as a result, any intercompany transactions get canceled out. This
explanation is inadequate. It doesn't address how an entity can have an increase in
receivables equal to 120% of revenue booked. Nor does it explain why on a consolidated
level, the questionable subsidiaries in locales such as the UAE are growing so quickly
while not collecting receivables.
In response to a question about its capital spending relative to the production mix, Eros
claims capital spending is incurred over a three-year period, making it impossible to
directly tie any specific yea,..s capital spending to the year's film slate. Further, the
company claims that there are expenditures related to ErosNow in the fiscal year 2015. In
essence, Eros is saying that investors should not extrapolate what an appropriate level of
CapEx should be based solely on the number of high, medium, and low budget films
distributed in a given year. We have trouble believing this assertion given the fact that
Eros released 16% fewer films in the fiscal year 2015 than it did in the fiscal year 2013,

0

yet the company's capital spending was 48% higher in fiscal 2015. Regarding its assertion
that there are capital expenditures related to ErosNow, we would note that ErosNow was
launched in the fiscal year 2012 and we see no disclosure from the company to indicate
that there was any acceleration in capital spending related to ErosNow during fiscal year
2015.
Regarding free cash flow, the company is proud of the $32.7 million in free cash flow that
it generated during the fiscal year 2010. However, Eros fails to address the negative free
cash flow generated every year thereafter. Eros also brags about the $388 miJiion in
operating cash flow that it has delivered during the past three years, but the company fails
to mention its $626 million in capital spending over the same period.
The company also ignores the fact that it employed a small accounting firm to audit its
largest global subsidiaries, instead choosing to highlight Grand Thornton India as its
auditor for the parent company. In our view, this does not preclude Eros from perpetuating
a scam. Importantly, the company does not explicitly state that Grant Thornton India LLP
audits the subsidiaries. Instead, Eros loosely implies this by saying "Grant Thornton ...
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subsidiaries." In reality, one of Eros' subsidiaries is now using a new, apparently tiny
auditor named Jayesh Sheth & Co. after the prior one resigned (Source here and here).
(

1\s we pointed out in our previous Seeking Alpha article, the former auditor who resigned,
Anil Jagetiya & Co., may have resigned from the nine subsidiaries it was auditing. Jayesh
Sheth & Co. may be auditing all nine subsidiaries now.
Eros states that related party transactions are all disclosed publicly. While this may be
okay for reporting purposes, the level of related party transactions should be a massive
red flag for investors. Management fails to disclose why an executive's mother owns 99%
of Next Gen Films, a company with no employees, and why Next Gen received 9%, 14%
and 13% of Eros's capital spending during fiscal years 2015, 2014, and 2013, respectively.
The company now states that it hopes to have a few million ErosNow paying subscribers
worldwide over a three- to five-year horizon that will contribute significantly to revenue and
EBITDA in the long run. This is quite different than the grand-standing management did at
the FBR Digital Media Thought Leaders Conference on October 8, 2015 (Source:
Beginning at 32:00). During its "fireside chat," management stated an aspiration of having
100 million subscribers paying $1 per month with virtually zero costs, or close $1.2 billion
going straight to EBITDA. Further, if the company wanted investors to view ErosNow as a

(

free option, it makes no sense that there were fifty-four slides from its Analyst Day
devoted to Eros Now compared to just twenty-seven slides to discuss its base business.
Management also called attention to the fact that Eros was a distributor of eight of the top
fifteen films for the calendar year 2015, including two out of the top three grossing films.
That would be great if those films led to cash profits. Based on our research, however,
only two of these eight films were profitable, Bajrangi Bhaijaan and Tanu Weds Manu
Returns. Incidentally, while both of these films were calendar year 2015 releases, neither
are in the fiscal2015 revenue numbers as they were released after March 31, 2015. We
also tina it misleading for the company to provide a chart with the gross box office
receipts. Eros, as the distributor, only keeps about 40% of the gross box office receipts.
Further, for three of those eight films, Eros only has control over the international
distribution, which is a small fraction of the Indian box office receipts. In other cases, Eros
does not receive the TV and Digital Rights, which we believe was the case with Bajrangi
Bhaijaan. Salman Khan appears to have retained those rights, not Eros.
CONCLUSION

0
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When a company commits a scam, the symptoms often run throughout its financials. Last
week, we highlighted the symptoms at Eros but did not show the genesis of the potential
scam. Since our first article, we have continued with our extensive research project and
we now show that Eros appears to have over-reported the number of movies it released
as well as the theatrical revenues it earned from these movies. Even if we missed some
smaller, regional films, the public sources we utilized should have identified Eros' most
important films, which we believe account for all of Eros' meaningful revenue.
Furthermore, the sources of Eros' revenue are disproportionate to industry averages and
public numbers. Relative to the market in which it operates, the company has too much
revenue originating from Overseas as well as from TV Syndication and Digital and
Ancillary sources. Our research strongly suggests that Eros is yet another scam being
perpetrated on investors. Unless management changes its historical approach to
transparency and is able to provide support for the number of distributed films and the
company's revenues, we feel that this Bollywood story will have a very bad ending.

Disclosure: I am/we are short EROS.
I wrote this article myself, and it expresses my own opinions. I am not receiving
compensation for it. I have no business relationship with any company whose stock is

0

mentioned in this article.
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